Introduction
The English Premier League (EPL) is the most watched football league alongside Serie A (Italy), Bundesliga (Germany) and La Liga (Spain).It is particularly popular among Asia. The football match outcome prediction particularly has gained popularity in recent years. The football match outcome predictions attract lots type of fan even from the analyst expert, managerial of the football team and others. Predicting the football match outcome become a bit difficult as there are various factors that could affect the result such as the skill and teamwork of the players in each teams, the venue of the match, the duration of the match and many others.
The Bayesian approach is very popular among prediction as it works to predict the weather, diseases, technology and sports.In association football or soccer, Bayesian approach has proven that it successfully outperforms other machine learning techniques [1] .However, there are many type of Bayesian learning algorithm and three of themhas been chosen and used in this paper which is Naïve Bayes (NB), Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and General Bayesian Networks (K2). The EPL is chosen in this paper due to its popularity among Asia and the availability of dataset that is used in this project is source from thesource from the legitimate site at http://www.football-data.co.uk.
The raw data that is extracted is from three seasons of EPL from year 2015 to 2016.Then, the raw data has been run the process of data cleaning and data selection to remove the unnecessary attributes that is not effect the result of prediction of the match outcome. This paper is set to predict the football match outcome using three different types of Bayesian algorithms, which are Naïve Bayes (NB), Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and General Bayesian Networks (K2). Next, the prediction accuracy will be compared.
The remaining of this paper proceeds as follows. Previous work on football match outcome predictions is summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, the experimental setup including the dataset, the Bayesian Algorithm as well as the results in terms of predictive accuracies are presented. Finally, the conclusions are in provided in Section 5.
Related Work
Football is one of the foremost prevalent sports. Forecasting the results of football matches is curiously to numerous, from fans to punters and researchers. It is additionally interesting to the researchers due to its challenge since the result of a football match is dependenton numerous factors, such as a teamwork's, skills, and condition. Even for football specialists, it is exceptionally hard to anticipate the precise result about Abstract: The football match outcome prediction particularly has gained popularity in recent years. It attract lots type of fan from the analyst expert, managerial of football team and others to predict the football match result before the match start.There are three types of approaches had been proposed to predict win, lose or draw; and evaluate the attributes of the football team. The approaches are statistical approach, machine learningapproach and Bayesian approach. This paper propose the Bayesian approaches within machine learning approaches such as Naive Bayes (NB), Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) and General Bayesian Network (K2) to predict the football match outcome. The required of football data is the English Premier League match results for three seasons; 2016 -2017, 2015 -2016 and 2014 -2015 downloaded from http://www.football-data.co.uk. The experimental results showed that TAN achieved the highest predictive accuracy of 90.0 % in average across three seasons among others Bayesian approach (K2 and NB). The result from this research is hope that it can be used in future research for predicting the football match outcome.
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*Correspondingauthor: aidam@uthm.edu.my the football matches outcome. However, the football prediction model with the application of Bayesian approach has been carried out in [2, 3] . Both research proposed the same Bayesian algorithm as they claims that the Bayesian Networks become very popular in artificial intelligence and it is the most powerful algorithm as compared to other techniques in predicting football match outcome.
In [2] , the Bayesian Network performance is tested in the area of predicting the football match result that involving the Barcelona FC in Spanish league (La Liga) for the season 2008-2009 while [3] predict the football match result for three seasons of English Premier League(EPL) and the accuracy of the prediction model were tested using the k-fold cross validation. Next, [4] developed other football predicting model that can generate forecast on the football match outcome for English Premier League (EPL) in season 2010-2011 which is called pi-rating model. The result in work of [1] showed that Bayesian network achieved higher accuracy as compared to other machine learning techniques such as Naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbor (KNN) and decision tree. [5] proved that the general Bayesian Network (GBN) perform better than Naïve Bayes (NB) with the performance that is close to Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and challenge the claims of [6] which the GBN perform no better than NB on analyzed datasets.
Experimental Setup
The experiment is carried out using the open source software called WEKA that is under the General Public License (GNU).The WEKA software is provided with the implementation of data mining which is Bayesian algorithm such TAN, BN, and K2. The accuracy of the prediction model performance are measured by using kfold cross validation as it is the general technique that is used to estimate the prediction accuracy.
Dataset
The dataset that is chosen for this work is the English Premier League (EPL) for three seasons which from 2014-2015, 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 . The dataset isaccessible and were collected from the website at http://www.football-data.co.uk.The English Premier League (EPL) consist of 20 teams that will play twice in the season and each team will play at their home and away (double round robin league format). Thus, 1 team played 19 matches and overall 380 matches will be played in 1 complete season of EPL. As a result, 1140 data (3 complete season of EPL) have been used for this research. The 20 attributes have been chosen to follow the work in [3] exclude the attributes from bookmaker odds companies for the matches result. Table 1 shows the total of 20 attributes that were used in this experiment to predict the match outcome by using three different of the Bayesian algorithm such as Naïve Bayes (NB), Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and General Bayesian Network (K2). 
Pre-processing
The raw data that had been collected might had some missing values, inconsistency and this would affect the quality and the accuracy of the football match prediction. In order to improve and maintain the quality of the data and the prediction result, the raw data undergo data preprocessing such as data cleaning and data reduction.
Data cleaning is work as to clean the raw data by filling in the missing value, smoothing the noisy data and resolving any of inconsistencies data. The missing value can be overcome by various method such asuse the attribute mean, use attribute mean for all samples that belong to the same class as the given tuple and others. The smoothing technique that could help to smooth the noisy data by using binning, clustering, regression and human inspection.
A huge amount of data often take more time to make an analysis and Data reduction is done by reducing the quantity or volume of the attributes to make the analysis be more efficient and produce almost the same of analytical result. The dataset that were extracted for this experiment undergoes both of the data preprocessing as described before to ensure only the relevant attributes that will be used to predict the football match outcome and reduce the time consume for the experiment.
Bayesian Algorithm
There are three variations of Bayesian algorithms were chosen and presented here which are Naïve Bayes (NB), Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and K2. K2 algorithm has been chosen for representing general Bayesian network (GBN). According to [7] , K2 algorithm is the best algorithm in general Bayesian network in construction time and demonstrate good performance for structure learning which not too complex compared to other presented algorithms in their work.
The Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is based on Bayes' theorem with a strong assumption that all variables are independent between predictors.A Naive Bayesian model is straightforward and easy to build, which makes it particularly useful for very large datasets. Bayes theorem calculates the posterior probability, ( | )from ( ), ( ),and ( | ).Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the effect of the value of a predictor (x) on a given class (c) is independent of the values of other predictors. This assumption is called class conditional independence. The Bayesian probability is shown in Equation 1:
where • ( )is the prior probability of . • ( | )is the conditional probability of given .
• ( | ) is the conditional probability of given . • ( )is the prior probability of data . Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 shows the variation of the Bayesian algorithms. According to [8] , the term naïve because of it depends on two simple assumptions. In particular, it assumes that conditional properties are conditional on a given class, it states that no hidden or latent attributes affect the prediction process.The model of Naïve Bayes network is shown in Fig 1 . According to [6] , the Tree -Augmented Naïve Bayes is an extension of Naïve Bayes which can have one other edge indicating to each node. The class attribute of TAN network has single class attribute have no parents while each of other attribute have a class as the parents and become a parent for the most to one other attribute. Fig. 2 shows the well-known TAN network that will be used in this research. Fig. 2A tree augmented naïve Bayesian classifier [6] .
According to [9] , the K2 algorithm use a greedy search which there are no restriction on the number of the parents for a node has. The K2 algorithm assuming that the node has no parent and then adding gradually the parent to the node which resulting the most higher score. It only stop adding parent when the node score have not increase. Although, there are many other Bayesian learning algorithm in general Bayesian network family such as Hill Climbing and Greedy Thich Thinning, K2 algorithm is the best algorithm in general Bayesian network in construction time and demonstrate good performance for structure learning which not too complex compared to other presented algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the network model for K2 algorithm. 
Validation
Cross-Validation is a statistical method to evaluate and comparing learning algorithm by dividing the data into two different groups, which is training set and testingset. Thus, 10 equal of set size had been divided from 380 matches data for each season of English Premier League (EPL). Then, Each of set have been separated into two type of group which is 90% data will be set for training and 10% of the data will be set as testing. The balance of 9 equal of set size will be repeated using the same process. According to [10] , estimation of prediction error is important to evaluate the performance of the propose model. 10-fold cross validation is used to estimate the prediction error that occurs during the experiment of each Bayesian Algorithm due to [11] claims that 10 -fold cross validation can perform better and it can be served as standard procedure to estimate the performance and model selection.
Results and Discussion
The experiment is conducted using WEKA software and the dataset that is stated in section 3.1. that is used to predict the football match outcome are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. 
Conclusions
This paper was set to study and describe the use of Bayesian Approach namely TAN, NB and K2 which representing the general Bayesian network to predict the football match outcome as the prediction in football become popular among the researchers that trying to find solution and overcome the problem in predicting the football match outcome. The challenge and difficulty of predicting the football match outcome is an interest of researchers to compete and the football data accessibility via other medium besides website. The average of predictive accuracy for TAN (90.00%) hassuccessfully outperformed other Bayesian algorithm (K2 and NB) while K2 (75.26%) and NB (74.03%) sharing a close accuracy performance of predicting the football match outcome across three season of English Premier League (EPL). The result from this research is hopedto be used for further research on predicting the football match outcome.
